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ABSTRACT

Hydrogen and hydrocarbon detection in aero- safe use, storage and handling. Detection of low
nautical applications is important for reasons of concentrations of these gases is a vital issue in con-
safety and emissions control The use of silicon trolling and monitoring emissions from, for example,
carbide as a semiconductor in a metal-semlconduc- an aircraft engine. NASA Lewis Research Center
tor or metal-insulator-semiconductor structure (LeRC), in conjunction with Case Western Reserve

opens opportunities to measure hydrogen and University (CWRU), has been developing hydrogen
hydrocarbons in high temperature environments and hydrocarbon sensor technologies intended to
beyond the capabilities of silicon-based devices. The meet a wide variety of needs. One component of this
purpose of this paper is to explore the response and program is the development of gas sensor technol-
stability of Pd-SiC Schottky diodes as gas sensors in ogy using silicon carbide (SIC) as a semiconductor in
the temperature range from 100 °C to 400 ° C. The Metal-Insulator-Semiconductor (MIS) or Metal
effect of heat treating on the diode properties as Semiconductor (MS) sensors. This work adapts
measured at 100 °C is explored. Subsequent opera- previously developed silicon-based hydrogen sensing
tion at 400 °C demonstrates the diode's sensitivity technology to SiC.
to hydrogen and hydrocarbons. It Is concluded that
the Pd-SiC Schottky diode has potential as a hydro- There are significant advantages in a number
gen and hydrocarbon sensor over a wide range of of gas sensing applications to the use of SiC as the
temperatures but further studies are necessary to semiconductor rather than silicon (Si). These ad-
determine the diode's long term stability, vantages are due to the improved material proper-

ties of SiC over Si such as high temperature
semiconductor operation, superior mechanical

INTRODUCTION toughness, and increased thermal conductivity. For
example, the recovery back to its baseline after ex-

Detection of hydrogen and hydrocarbons over posure to hydrogen of a sensor operated at near
a wide range of concentrations h important for a room temperature can be slow in an inert environ-
number of aeronautical and commercial ment. 1 This recovery time could be greatly acceler-

applications. This is due to their use both as a fuel ated by heating the sensor to high temperatures
and their presence as a by-product of the use of without damage to the sensor. Further, detection of
fuels. Monitoring of flammable or explosive gases such as hydrocarbons, which decompose at
concentrations of these gases is necessary In their high temperatures, could be facilitated by heating

the sensor to the gas decomposition temperature.

Recently, the capabilities of gas sensors using
SiC have been explored. Schottky diodes composed

' of palladium (Pd) and palladium-silver (PdAg) de-
posited on SiC have been shown to be sensitive to
5000 ppm hydrogen in helium or nitrogen at near
room temperature. 1"=SiC-based capacitors using



platinum (Pt) as the gas sensitive metal have de- complete sensor package. The development of a
tected hydrogen concentrations as low as 2.5 ppm complete sensor package for high temperature oper-
and have operated at temperatures as high as 800 ation involves different processing than a room tem-
°C? Further, sensitivity to hydrocarbons such as perature sensor package. In conclusion, this tech-
methane, ethane, and propane at 457 °C has been nology shows promise for aeronautical applications
demonstrated? MIS SIC-based structures using although further development is necessary.
several different types of contacts have, with varying
sensitivities, measured hydrogen at temperatures
from near room temperature to 627 °C. s Fabrica- DEVICE FABRICATION AND TESTING
tion of a complete SiC-based sensor with tempera-
ture detector and heater has been attempted with Palladium MS Schottky diodes with SiC as the
mixed results. I semiconductor were prepared in the following man-

ner. An 4-5/_m thick 4H-SiC epilayer was grown by
A possible mechanism for hydrogen and hy- chemical vapor deposition on a commercially avail-

drocarbon detection in SiC-based devices using Pd able 4H silicon-face SiC substrate." Approximately
is the same as that proposed for Pd/Si-based devices: 400 angstroms of palladium metal were sputter
the dissociation of hydrogen or hydrocarbons on the deposited onto the as-grown 4H-SiC epilayer surface
metal surface leads to the formation of a dipole layer and patterned by a lift-off technique into circular Pd
composed of hydrogen at the metal-semiconductor Schottky patterns of diameter 200/_m. Device
or metal-insulator interface. This dipole layer at'- fabrication was completed by sputtering Pd onto the
fects the electronic properties of the device in pro- bottom of the wafer to form a backside contact.
portion to the amount of hydrogen and other gas

species (especially oxygen) present in the surround- The facility used for sensor testing at NASA
ing ambient atmosphere. _'v LeRC is shown schematically in Figure 1. The facil-

ity can supply a continuous flow of gaseous hydro-
NASA LeRC and CWRU are presently devel- gen (H2), helium (He), nitrogen (N2) , or air, either

oping a complete hydrogen and hydrocarbon gas individually or as a mixture, to a chamber contain-
sensor to be operational to temperatures of at least ing the sensor under test. The temperature (T) and

400 °C. This effort involves two major components, pressure (P) ofthe gas are measured as the gas
One component is the fabrication of a stable gas enters the test chamber. The composition of the gas
sensing element which can withstand high tempera- is monitored by a mass spectrometer. The gas
ture operation and be sensitive to hydrogen bearing leaves the test chamber and is sent through a flame
gases in a variety of ambients. The sensing element before being vented.
will use Pd or a Pd-alioy as the hydrogen or hydro-
carbon sensitive metal The first structure being
examined is a Pd-SIC Schottky diode. The second (_ ToVent
major component in the SiC sensor development

program is the fabrication of a complete sensor
package which can monitor and control the temper- Flame
ature of the hydrogen or hydrocarbon sensing ele-
ment.

This paper discusses the progress of SiC-based __[_]-- _ _)_) _t_/

hydrogen and hydrocarbon sensor development at
NASA LeRC and CWRU. We will first discuss the

fabrication and testing ofthe Pd-SIC Schottky diode _
sensing elements. We will then focus on two ele-
ments of the characterization ofthe diodes: 1) El'- ee ay Valve

fects of heat treatments on diode operation at 100 Solenoid IMass Spectrometer[
°C. 2) Sensor operation at 400 °C. It is shown that :-_-

M assF ow Con_o ersPd-SiC Schottky diodes can detect hydrogen at 100 1 11
°C even after a range of heat treatments, and at

400 °C. Hydrocarbon detection, specifically pro- Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the NASA LeRC H_
pylene, is also demonstrated at 400 °C. We will then sensor testing facility. T and P represent tempera-
discuss the present development at CWRU of a ture and pressure measurements.
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Computer-controlled mass flow controllers current-voltage (I-V) measurements were also taken
accurately control gas flow into the test chamber, in separate tests. The I-t and I-V results from these
The helium, nitrogen, and air mass flow controllers tests reinforce the results from the capacitance
are calibrated for flows from 0 to 1000 standard measurements but will not be discussed in detail

cubic centimeters per minute (sccm). One hydrogen here due to space limitations. However, as with the

mass flow controller operates in the range from 0 to silicon-based devices I, the sensor will likely be
20 sccm and a separate hydrogen flow controller operated in a mode that measures a change in
operates from 20 to 1000 sccm. A three-way valve current. Thus, the I-t data is presented to illustrate
allows the gas to bypass the test chamber and go operational device behavior.
directly to the vent. This feature allows the mass
flow controllers to be stabilized without flowing
gases through the test chamber. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The mass spectrometer provides an independ- The use of Pd in an electronic structure with
ent measure of the gases flowing into the system and SiC as the semiconductor for gas detection in
the relative concentration of the gases in the test aeronautical applications depends on the inherent
chambers as a function of time. This information, stability of Pd and SiC in a wide range of
accounting for the time delay inherent in the mass temperatures and ambient gas environments. The
spectrometer reading, has been used to determine simplest structure for such applications is a Pd-SiC
the amount of time for changes in the flow composi- Schottky diode. Although some interaction between
tion to reach a steady state value in the test chain- Pd directly deposited on SiC is expected even at
ber. The time it takes to reach steady state affects room temperature n, the effect this interaction has
the corresponding measured response and recovery on the gas sensing capabilities of the Pd-SiC
times of the sensor. The total flow was kept constant Schottky diode has not been explored. Further, it
at 1000 sccm. Under these conditions, the time for remains to be determined whether the gas sensing
steady state in the chamber used in the tests dis- capabilities of a Pd-SiC Schottky diode are changed
cussed in this paper is usually less than 4 minutes, with heat treatment and ifthe properties of such a

diode eventually reaches stable state after which no
The Pd-SiC Schottky diodes were characterized significant operational changes occur. If the diode

in a test chamber containing a probing station and a properties drift with time, then a barrier layer may
heated sample stage. The SiC substrate rested on a be necessary between the Pd and SiC to stabilize the
gold-covered alumina substrate so that the Pd- diode. The thickness and type of barrier layer
covered backside of the chip made contact with the depends on the inherent stability of the Pd-SiC
gold. Sample contact was made using tungsten system. Thus, for future Pd with SiC gas sensor
probes. One probe made contact with the diode's development, an understanding of the properties of
patterned Pd surface while another probe made the Pd-SiC diode system is necessary. Our testing of
contact with the gold and thus the backside of the these diodes took place at 100 °C and at 400 °C.
chip. The alumina substrate rested on the hot stage
whose temperature was controlled from room
temperature to 400 °C. Operation at 100 °C

The electricalpropertiesof the Pd-SiC Schottky In orderto explore the properties of the Pd-SiC
diodeswere determinedusing capacitance Schottky diode system,we first sought to under-
measurements. The responseofthe diode stand the effectsof heat treatingon diode operation
capacitance measured at 0 V withtime (C-t) was at 100 °C. A newlyfabricateddiode was firstoper-
used to characterizethe time dependentbehavior0f ated at I00 °C to establisha baseline. The diode
the systemupon exposureto various gases. The was then heated from 100 °C to 200 °C Inair for 18
barrier height of the diodewas determinedusing hours and back to 100 °C with no probe in contact
capacitance-voltage (C-V) measurements by finding with the Pd. After this cyclewas completed,the
the intercepton the voltage axis of the plot I/C2vs probe contactwith the Pd was then reestablished.
V. The barrier height of a diode is, in general, a The diodewas then characterizedat 100°C by expo-
measure of the semiconductorsurfacestates and sure to differing ambient gases and measurement of
metalwork function. Changes in the barrier height itselectronic properties. The pattern of gas expo-.
correspondto changes in the diodeproperties and sure (Figure 2) was 10 minutes of air, 40 minutes of
operation.10 Correspondingcurrent-time (I-t) and He, 40 minutes of He + 1000ppm H_(He/H2mix)
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followedby 10 minutesof He and 10 minutes of air. 1.0SE:.11

The initial air exposureestablishesthe baselineca- HE. 1000PPMH2 HE
pacitancewhile the 40 minutes in heliumexamines 1.00E.11 AIR
the effectof removalof the oxygen on the diodebe-
havior. Exposure to the He/H: mix illustratesthe VOLTAGE=0V II-" -"-""--"
diode's responseto lowconcentrationsof hydrogen. _ 9.50E.12 Tffit00C

The He and air exposures showthe diode's recovery O _k'A_A_
in inert environmentsand in air respectively. Mea- Z 9.00E.12
surements ofthe C-V curveswere taken in air and <

t- _R
in He before the exposure to hydrogen, andwhile in _ 8.50E.12' HE
the diode is in the He/H: mix. The same procedure <

{L 1!
of hightemperature heat treatment in air for 18 <
hoursfollowedby diode characterizationat I00 °C U 8.00E-12t -" " -" ." -"
was repeatedwith heat treatments at 300 °C in air B_O_

and then at 400 °C in air. The C-t measurement as 7.50E-12k_t._t__t.__-_
in Figure 2, with corresponding C-V measurements, 73TEl
were taken 3 timesat 100 °C and after the 200 °C 7.00E.12 I I I I I I I I I t I
cycle, and 4 times after the 300 °C and 400 °C cy-
cles. The response ofthe systemis exploredin Fig- 0 t0 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100110
ures2-5. TIME(MIN)

Figure 2. Capacitance at zero bias vs time at 100 °C
Figure 2 showsthe C-t response to the differing beforeheat treating _1) and after the final heat

gas ambientsboth beforeheat treating and after the treatmentto 400 °C (At). The diode is exposedto air,
final 400 °C heat treatment. The two curvesare He, He + 1000ppm Hz.then He and air. Heat treating
very similarwith the major differencebeing a doesnot significantlychange the qualitativeresponse
nearly 0.5 pF decrease in the magnitude of the diode of the diode.
capacitanceat zero bias with heat treating. The
before curve showsno significantchange in the di-
ode capacitancein the oxygen-deficient(He)envi- 4.5E+22
ronment while the after curve increases slightly (0.1 l
pF)abovethealrbaselineinhelium.Beforeheat 4.0E.22i'lLIIm AIRBEFORE:

treating,thecapacitanceincreasesinthepresenceof _ -'_II= AIRAFTER"II
the He/H2mix by 1.8 pF before becoming nearly 3.5E+22"t-_-_ ml._ "'_ "
constant. Afterheat treating, the capacitancepeaks
slightly beforeleveling off at nearly the same 1.8 pF _" 3.0E.22
increase from the air baseline. The recovery time
towards the baseline is more rapidin air than in He _ 2.5E+22
for both beforeand after heat treating curves.
Thus, the heattreating shifts the baseline capaci- _"2.0E._2
tance of the diodebut does notchange the qualita-
tive response of the diode. 1.5E.22

HdH2MIXBEFORE:0
Figure 3 shows the plot of l/C: vs V from-2 V to 1.0E+22 HdH2_IXAFTER:0

0 V measured in air and in He/H2mix before and
after heating treating. Both before and afterheat 5.0E+21 I t t

treating, the curves in air are displacedbut parallel -2.0 -1._ -l.0 -0._ 0.0

from those takenwhile the diode is in the He/H:mix. VOLTAGE(V)The fact that the curves are parallel suggests that

the major effecton the diode ofthe exposureto the Figure3. Plot of 1/C: measuredat 100 °C vsVoltage
He/H2mix is to changethe workfunction of the Pd. beforeheat treating in air (I_)and He + 1000ppm H2

(o) and after heat treating in air 01) and He + 1000
Comparisonof the before and after heating air ppm H: (0). A changewith heat treating is evident in

curves show there h an increase in the magnitude of both the magnitude of the capacitanceand slope of
1/C2accompaniedby nearly a 14%change in the 1/C2.
slope of 1/C2. The same h true for the before and
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after He/H: mix curves. However,comparisonof the temperaturecyclingto 200 °C, 300 °C, and 400 *C
before and after air barrier heights derivedfrom respectively. The firstbarrier heights measured
Figure 3 showon average only arounda 4% change, after heat treating at a giventemperature are de-
The same holds for the before and after He/H: mix notedby open symbolswhile those measured in
barrier heights. This change in magnitudeand subsequenttests are denotedby closedsymbols.
slope in the, IlC2curvewith a considerablyless The air-mix differencedata is included in the figure
change in the correspondingharrier height may be to monitorwhether there is pattern to the change in
due to trapping and detrapping of deep levelsin the barrierheight with exposure to hydrogen.
SiC.

There are two pointsto note in Figure 4. First,
at a giventemperature,the barrierheights mea-

2.20 sured in the He/H2mix aregenerally consistentex-
.°.-"_......... -_ cept for the first point taken after heat cycling at

1.95 ,'° AiR 300 °C. This300 °C point appears anomalousand

1 _:'" willnot be discussedin the subsequentdlscussion.
.70 I At a giventemperature, the maximumdifference in

Jim ""°° ...... *'° "''"" ......... _'t'*'"

He/H: mixbarrier heightswas at most I00 mV and1.45 e- [7 on averagevaried from the mean by 18mY out of a
"J H_2MiX nearlya 1.1 V barrierheight. In contrast,the air
T1,20 barrier height first measured after heat treating at a

Ig .....! .......... i .......... [ .......... ! ..... giventemperature(openclrcles)is noticeablydiffer-
_0.gs . ent fromthat measured in the subsequent testsLa

n' ...-" (closedcircles)especially after heat treating at 300

_<0.70 _ .A ....t"" t °C and 400 °C. These differenceSheightCanbe as high as........... _i .............. 410 inV. The differencebarrier varied from
0.45 _ NR.MIXD[_Cl 430 mV to 970 mV predominately due to the scatter

Inthe air barrierheight. This suggests that after
0.20 [ I I I heattreating, the diodein air is in a differentstate

than it is after exposureto the He/H:mix.0 100 200 300 400 500

HEATTREATMENTTEMPERATURE{C) Secondly, after the first exposureto hydrogen
after beating,the subsequentbarrier height men-

Figure 4. Barrier height measured at 100 °C by surements(closed symbols)do notshow a discern-IlCzvs V measurementsvs maximum heat
ablepattern with respectto heat treatments. For

treatment temperature. The open symbolsare example,the barrierheights do notconsistently driftbarrier heightsfirst taken after air heat
treatment: measured in air (O), measuredin He upwardwith temperaturecycling. The dotted lines
+ 1000ppm H: (E]),and the differencebetween in Figure4 illustratethis point. The dotted lines are

least squarefits of the barrier heights as a function
these two barrierheights (A). The closed of the heat treating temperature. The barriersymbols are the barrierheights taken
subsequently:measured in air (e), measured in heights first measured in air are separately least
He + 1000 ppm H: (1_, andthe difference squaresfit from the barrier heights in air measured

subsequently. The same is true for the least squares
betweenthese two barrierheights (Ak).The fit for the difference barrier heights. The dotted llne
dotted lines are separate least squares fits associatedwiththe He/Hzmix includes all the points
through the closedand open symbols. (exceptfor the anomalouspoint measured at 300

°C) withno distinctionto orderof measuremenL
Althoughthe barrierheights in air first measured

A summary of the results of the barrierheight afterheating show an increaseafter 200 °C, the
measurements forall temperatures and C-Vmea- fitting for the subsequently measured barrier
surements is presented in Figure 4. Shownis the heights in airis nearly a horizontal line with a slope
barrierheight in air, in HefH:mix, and the differ- on the orderof 10"sV/*C. IAkewise,the slope of the
encebetween the air and He/H:mix barrier heights, dottedline for the He/tt2mix barrierheights is also
The data points at 100 °C represent the initial a horizontallinewith a slope on the orderof 10"s
values. The data points at 200,300, and400 repre- V/*C. Thus,within the limits of this study, the long
sent the barriers heights measured at 100 °C after term diodestructure as measuredby the barrier



height does notchange drasticallywith heat treat- for all of the datain Figure 5. The aircapacitance
ment but ratherseems to osciilate about a mean decreaseswith heat treating above 200 °C. How-
value, ever, the He/I-I2mix capacitancealso decreases

which resultsin no significant decrease in the air-
Figure 5 shows a plot similarto Figure4 except mix difference. The average difference in capaci-

it is the capacitanceat zero bias in air (0), in the taneewas 1.88pF with a standard deviation of 0.16
He/H:mix (1), and the difference betweenthese two pF. Much of this scatter is due to the scatter in the
capacitances (A) that is plotted at each maximum measurement of the air capacitance:the He/H, mix
heating temperature. The capacitanceplottedis the capacitancetended to be nearly constantat a given
capacitancenear the time at whichthe C-V curves heat treatingtemperaturevarying on the average
are taken for the air and He/H:mix data. Thedot- by less than + 0.06 pF. The slope ofthe linearfit of
ted lines aremeant to guide the eyefor the air and the differencecapacitanceis on the orderof -10.4
He/H:mix capacitancewhile the solid line showsa pF/°C which is nearly a horizontal line. Thus,
linearleast squares fitting of the differencein capac- althoughthe capacitanceshows the effectsof heat
itance data. Further, this data doesnot includethe treating,the differencebetween the air and He/H:
tint experimentperformed afterheating to a given mix capacitancedoes not systematicallychange with
temperature but only the data taken subsequently, heat treating.
This is done to emphasize the long term behaviorof
the system. The major conclusionfrom these studies is that

the heat treatingof a Pd-SiC diode at higher tem-
1.10E-11 peraturesdoesnot significantlychange its abilityto

HeIH2MIX operate as a hydrogen sensor at 100 °C. The forma-
II..............1 .... tion of the interfacial layers behveen the Pd and SiC

9.00E-12 ..........II..............II (presumablypalladiumsilicides) and annealing
AIR within the SiC that have occurredwithheating have

.1, I shifted the baseline capacitance and slope of the l/C:
la ..............$ .............Q..............| V curves.O7.00E-12 vs However, the results of this worksug-Z
< gest that significantfeatures of the diode's behavior
I- such as the form of the C-tcurves, the difference

<O5.00E-12 between the air andHe/H: mix capacitances, and the
0. barrierheight in the He/H: mix do not change signif-
< icantlywith heat treating. This point is importantO

3.00E-12AIR-MIXDIFFERENCE fortheuseof thediodeasa sensorsinceit allows
recalibrationif necessary of the sensor afterheating.

t i t 1 Nonetheless, giventhe changes that have occurredA x |
1.00E-12 I I I I to the diodewiththis limited heat treating, long

term testing is necessaryto evaluate whether the
0 100 200 300 400 500 diode is suitable for applicationswhich require oper-

HEATTREATMENTTEMPERATURE(C) ation over an extended periodof time.

Figure 5. Capacitance at zero bias at 100 °C vs
maximumheat treatment temperaturein air (O), Operationat 400 °C
He + 1000ppm I-I:111),and the differencebetween
these two capacitances (&). The changes in Demonstrationof the diode capabilitiesat 400
capacitance in airwith heat treating areparalleled °C was performed in several differentambients.
by changes in the capacitance in the He/H: mix Prior to this 400 °C testing, the diodewas heat
resulting in a differencebetweenthese two values treated as describedin the previous section. The
which doesnot change significantlywith heat purpose of these studies was to demonstratethe
treating, diode capabilitiesto operate as a hydrogen or hy-

drocarbonsensor in higher temperatureenviron-
ments that areof interest to the aeronautics commu-

It was noted in the discussionof Figure 2 that nity.
the capacitance dropped withheat treating but the
change in capacitance betweenthe air and He/H: The capacitive response of the diodeto cyclesof
mix values was nearlyconstant. This pattern is seen air followedby a 1000 ppm H: in N: mixture (Nz/I-Iz



mix) is shown in Figure 6. Such a cycle has parallels 8.5E-12
to sensor operation when exposed to a periodic leak. T=400C
The sensor is first exposed to air for 10 minutes and H2 H2 H2

then N:/H: mix for 20 minutes followed by air for 20 8.0E-12 H_ _He -tt_
minutes for 3 cycles. The capacitance in air and the
hydrogen mixture is seen to be stable within a cycle Ik
and repeatable over the three cycles. The response

and recovery times are on the order of the time the UZ7.5E-12
chamber takes to reach steady state. The corre- p< e
sponding curves of I/C zvs V in air and in the N:/H:

mix (not shown) are dbplaeed but parallel as in the <U7.0E-12
100 °C measurements (Figure 3). This suggests that IL

the sensing mechanism at the two temperatures is U< _JR AIR \AIR AIR

the same: a change in the Pd work function due to 6.5E-124_ _- ktotthe presence of hydrogen. The difference in the
corresponding barrier height as measured by l/C:
vs V in air and in the N:/H: mix are on the order of
several hundred millivolts. This implies that the 6.0E-12 [ l [

signal produced by this MS system to low concentra- 0 50 100 150

tions of hydrogen is easily large enough to be used in TIME(MIN)
a MOSFET configuration or be observed by mea-

suring the current. Figure 6. The capacitive response at zero bias of a

Pd-SiC Schottky diode operated at 400 °C to cycles
The response of the sensor measured using the of air then 1000 ppm H: in N:. The diode's response

diode forward current is shown in Figure 7. The is significant and repeatable.

0.0060
1E-O2

_" 0.0040 _ 1E-o8
"-" 1E-10i-
Z o 50 lOO 15o

1110"0030 pl_..,_11 I_ TIME(MIN)
IZ
::3 It2
r,.) 0.0020

o.0010
AII_ AIR AIR AIR

0 0000 .'-'= qL.. : ,,_ --_, _ _

O 50 100 150

TIME(MIN)
Figure 7. Response of the forward current at + 0.9 V of a Fd-SiC Schottky diode operated at 400 C to 3 cycles
ofalr followed by 1000 ppm of H: in N:. The inset shows the same data in a logarithmic scale. The diode
forward current changes by more than a factor of 1000 upon exposure to 1000 ppm hydrogen.



sensoris biased at + 0.9 V andthe forwardcurrent diode is in 300 ppm hydrogen in nitrogen and300
is measured as the diode is exposedto the same ppmpropylene in nitrogen. This suggests that the
conditionsas in Figure 6. The insetof Figure 7 mechanismof detectionis the same in both cases:a
showsthe same data as Figure 7 but in a logarithmic change in the work functionof the Pd upon exposure
scale. The diode forwardcurrent in the N2/I-Iz mixis to the gas. These results are consistentwiththe
more than a factor of I000 larger than the baseline, proposedmechanismof hydrocarbondetection. The
During the first exposure in the N:/H_mix, the diode reasonfor the smaller signal in propylene than in
current peaks before stabilizing. The magnitudeof hydrogen may be due to incomplete dissociationof
this peak is small when comparedto the total change the hydrocarbonleading to lesshydrogen available
current. This is shown in the inset in which the peak to migrateto the interface. Further, the presenceof
is unobservable. Recoveryof the diodecurrent in oxygenalso decreasesthe amountof hydrogen
air after exposureto the N_/Hzmix is rapid but the availableto go into the lattice,s Thus,with even less
baselinecurrent of the diode decreaseswith each hydrogen availableto migrateto the interface than
cycle (see inset). This decrease in the baseline cur- with propylenein nitrogen, the responsedecreases
rent is not reflected in diode responsein theN2/H2 even further.
mix. The N_/H2mix signal is stable and repeatable
despitethe baseline drift. These results show that Finally,the baselinecapacitance decreasesafter
the Pd-SICSchottkydiode has the potentialof being the exposureto propylene in nitrogen. The reason
a very sensitivehydrogen sensor, for this changeand its repeatabilityis the subject

for further investigations.
The detectionof hydrocarbonsusing the Pd-SiC

Schottky diode at 400 °C is demonstratedin Figure The major resultsfrom the characterizationof
8 on a separate diode on the same Pd-SiC chip. The the Pd-SiC Schottky diodeat 400 °C are that the
diode is first exposedto air for 10minutes, nitrogen diode has been demonstratedas a sensitivehydro-
for40 minutes, followedby 300 ppm of hydrogen in gen and hydrocarbonsensor. The results areconsis-
nitrogen and then 10 minutes of nitrogen and 10 tent with the modelthat hydrogen and hydrocar-
minutes of air. The secondand the third cyclesare bons dissociateat the surface and hydrogen mi-
the same as the first exceptthat the 300 ppm of gratesto the Pd-SiC interfaceaffecting the elec-
hydrogen is replaced by 300 ppm propylenein ni- tronic properties of the diode.
trogen, and then 300 ppm of propylene in nitrogen
and 1% oxygen respectively.

! l
The responseof the diodeto hydrogenat 400°C 8.$E-t2 I

GAS N2
I a_-s-_P-e4p

in Figure 8 has several similaritiesto that at 100 °C It_r'-_'
(Figure 2). In both cases, the capacitance increases ,., 8.0E-t2 T=400C
slightly in an inert environment, increases W
significantlywhenexposedto H2,and has improved {J7.5E-12.
recovery in air to the baseline. ._

I-

7.0E-t2 I tl

There are three points to note in Figure 8with 0.< _IR[ N2 _[respect to hydrocarbondetection. First, and most < 6.5E-12 l
importantly, the diode responds to propylene in N: 0
and in Nz+ 1% Oz. This demonstratesthe diode's
ability to measure hydrocarbons. 6.0E-12'

Second,the signal decreasesas the mixturegoes 5.5E-12 I I I I I I I I I I
from hydrogen to propylene to propylene in oxygen. 0 10 20 30 40 60 60 70 80 90 100110

The proposed mechanismof hydrocarbondetection TIM_MIN)
for the Pd on semiconductorsystems is that the
hydrocarbons dissociateon the Pd surfaceand Figure 8. Capacitancevs time at 400 °C upon
hydrogen migrates into the Pd lattice."_ The exposure to nitrogenplus 300 ppm of hydrogen (e)
hydrogen forms a dipole layer at the Pd-SiC or propylene (!1),or nitrogenplus300 ppm
interface which affects the electricalproperties of propyleneplus 1% O2(Ak). The diode is first
the diode. The plot of 1/C2vs V in air (not shown) is exposedto air, nitrogen then the hydrogen bearing
displacedhut parallel from those takenwhile the gas mixturefollowedby nitrogen then air.



DEVELOPMENT OF A COMPLETE SENSOR Rather, the sensor will be suspended by its electrical
PACKAGE connections above the support. Devices are pres-

ently being fabricated and will be tested in the near
Another component in the SiC sensor develop- future.

ment program b the fabrication of a sensor package
which will be able to accurately control the tempera-
ture of the sensing element. Thh effort is an attempt CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PLANS
to transfer the previously developed Si-based
hydrogen sensor technology l.n to SiC. The configu- The characterization ofPd-SiC Schottky diodes
ration of the Si-based CWRU structure is shown in at 100 °C and at 400 °C demonstrates operation of
Figure 9. The structure includes a Pd13%Ag the diode as a sensitive hydrogen sensor. Heat
Sehottky diode, a temperature detector, and a treatments up to 400 °C do not disrupt the diode's
heater all incorporated in the same chip. The sensor ability to operate as a hydrogen sensor. The most
package may be mounted on a flat ceramic pack or obvious changes in the diode properties are in the
in a TO5 header, baseline capacitance, slope of the l/C: vs V curves,

and air barrier height after heating. However, the
measured difference in capacitance between air and

PdAg Schottk'y Diode He/H: mix is nearly constant, and the barrier height
-_-- Connections------_- as measured in the He/H: mix is statistically un-

changed. Changes in the air barrier height after
heating are recoverable after exposure to the He/H:
mix.

Detection of hydrogen and hydrocarbons has
beendemonstratedat 400 °C. The hydrogen and
hydrocarbonresponsesare consistentwith a detec-
tion mechanismin whichthe hydrocarbonsdissoci-
ateon the Pd surfaceresulting in H2migrationinto
the Pd andto the Pd-SiC interface.

Continued development of SiC-based sensors is
planned. Further studies will determine the long

Heater Temperature Heater term stability of the sensor at high temperature. In
Connector Detector Connectors Connector particular, it will be determined if a barrier layer is

necessary between the hydrogen sensitive metal and
Figure 9. Schematic diagram of the Pd13%Ag the SiC to stabilize the sensor structure. Further
Sehottky Diode Hydrogen Sensor. The Pd13%Ag testing of the sensor in a variety of environments will
Schottky diode resides symmetrically on either side be necessary to produce a complete sensor package
of a heater and temperature detector, for use in aeronautic and commercial applications.
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